
 

 

Developer Mitch Schneider’s Issue 96 Campaign Faces 
Complaint of Multiple Violations 

 
South Euclid, OH – 
The No on 96 Campaign announced today that it is filing an official complaint with the Ohio 
Elections Commission against the Issue 96 campaign, funded by developer Mitch Schneider, for 
false statements in campaign materials.   
 
“Mitch Schneider acts like the rules don't apply to him.  His Issue 96 campaign is so desperate 
they may have violated state election laws and the regulations and laws of three communities,” 
said Shana Johnson, co-manager of the No on 96  
 
“South Euclid, Lyndhurst and Cleveland Heights had to force Schneider’s Issue 96 committee to 
remove signs illegally placed on public land in their communities,” continued Ms. Johnson.  “The 
campaign also may have violated Ohio laws by paying for the return of ballot applications, and 
the committee’s literature contains numerous false statements.  As a result, complaints are being 
filed with the Ohio Elections Commission and Ohio Secretary of State’s Office. 
 
“Each of these actions is troubling but collectively they demonstrate a pattern of behavior.  First, 
he fought to block the citizens’ right to vote on this important issue. Then, he said he could 
proceed even if the voters rejected his rezoning request and now he is spending hundreds of 
thousands of dollars on a campaign so desperate it can't follow the laws.  Mitch Schneider 
assumes he can use his millions and influence to get away with anything he wants," concluded 
Ms. Johnson. 
 
The complaint to the Ohio Elections Commission alleges that the campaign committee, funded by 
Schneider, made false statements repeatedly in campaign literature.  Specifically, the campaign 
has stated that the proposed big box development won’t cost South Euclid any money and has 
inconsistently stated the number of jobs created and revenues generated.  In fact, as shown in 
multiple studies that are applicable to the proposed Oakwood development, the big box center 
could cost, conservatively, $500,000 annually for police, fire, EMS and other city services, and 
could cause hundreds of job losses in the community.   
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